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To those who have followed me up to this point, the territory which I have traversed 

in the last two lectures must have appeared not only a little arid, but a curious mixture 

of familiar experiences and strange, not to say foreign, sights. The reason is simple. 

I have spoken of our societies, the advanced democratic societies of the world, in 

rather general terms. In fact, such generalities often mean little. When people pore 

over a map of the world, trying to pinpoint the place where they would really like to 

live, or perhaps invest their savings, or merely spend their next holidays, they do not 

much care about concepts like ‘advanced’ or ‘industrial’ or even’ post-industrial’ 

society. Australia is attractive for its open spaces, whereas the American frontier is 

now closed; Holland seems a safer bet for one’s money than Italy, where social unrest 

and economic uncertainty cloud the future; holidays in Switzerland may be expensive, 

but one is less likely to get involved in a revolution or civil war than around the 

Mediterranean Sea. People may have other motives, but in any case these are not 

general, but specific, and since such specific motives have a great deal to do with 

hope, with chances of life, and thus with liberty, we must not ignore them here. 

 

There is another, almost statistical point, which I want to make at the beginning of a 

lecture on the small (and sometimes not so small) things which matter: the end of 

expansion is also the end of the average. Whereas, for many years, the development 

of countries, indeed of continents, could be described in highly general figures-the 

percentage growth of world trade, for example, or of gross national products, of 

family incomes, the consumption of luxury goods, student numbers and so on-such 

averages are now losing much of their meaning. World trade may still expand, but 

it is becoming an intricate mixture of genuinely free trade and barter arrangements 

between capitalist and socialist, or oil-consuming and oil-producing, or developed and 

developing countries. Gross national products may still rise, but the variance between 

extremes of depression and opportunity is increasing in unusual ways.  

 

At a time of general expansion, average figures gave some indication of a trend felt by 

most. The end of the average means that much more attention will have to be given to 

differences-to regional or structural policies, for example, in addition to general 

economic policy-and that the internal flexibility of societies matters more than their 

capacity to expand. We will, so to speak, no longer grow out of our problems, but 

have to cope with them instead.  

 

In this lecture, I want to discuss some of the differences which matter for the future of 

liberty: differences between Britain and Germany, capitalist and socialist countries, 

and societies at varying stages of economic and political development. Comparing 

Britain and Germany is, as you will appreciate, a rather personal task for this year’s 

Reith Lecturer. Sometimes, in looking at the two countries today, one wonders how it 

is possible to be fond of both, since they are so different. Each seems to have the 
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virtues which the other lacks. Britain’s ability not to lose nerve in times of crisis is 

clearly not matched by Germany, which has, on the other hand, found it easier to 

make the most of a period of stable expectations. The readiness of Germans to work 

hard and actually like increases in productivity may be exaggerated by observers, but 

it is certainly not one of the outstanding qualities of Britons. On the other hand, the 

ability of people to make life liveable, to be kind, to abide by rules which give a 

chance to everybody, to’ tolerate those who are different-in this sense to give quality 

to human relations one of the reasons why some Germans like to come to Britain. 

There may be less to distribute in Britain than in Germany, but there is more 

knowledge of how to improve life; and so one could go on, wishing for a mixture of 

the best of both worlds. 

 

The question which interests us in the present context is rather less susceptible to 

lyrical or to metaphysical treatment. How, well-equipped are the two countries to 

cope with the problems ahead, problems of survival as well as justice, and to do so in 

a liberal manner? In part, this is a question of objective conditions. Clearly, the 

economic turbulence has hit Britain earlier and harder than Germany. There are 

reasons for the difference. Britain, once the leader of economic development, has 

been out of step with the times more recently. It concentrated on redistribution when 

the unparalleled chances of expansion of the post-war era arose, and it sought 

expansion when the prevailing mood had become one of redistribution and inflation. 

Also, and perhaps as a result, the fear of relapse, of a return to the insecurities of the 

19305, is greater in Britain, and I sometimes wonder whether Klondike alone, the 

banks of Sacramento off the shores of Scotland, is enough to allay this fear.  

 

This is where the objective merges with the subjective, with the will to survive and to 

cope, the resources of human energy and intellect to do so. I confess that, in this 

respect, both countries have me rather puzzled at the moment. It is true that Britain 

has a great record of overcoming adversity with existing institutions intact; but it is 

also true that the need for a medium-term perspective as a basis for informed action is 

less generally recognised in Britain than in most other countries of the world. The 

think-tanks of London seem to be almost as unpopular as the Club of Rome. There is 

a shying away from the future, and, as a result, a combination of short-term hard-

headedness and long-term illusions, dreamy or gloomy as the case maybe-and more 

often gloomy, nowadays. In the end, such sustained dejection produces, of course, the 

very results which it claims to fear, if only because it weakens the sense of a need for 

action.  

 

Curiously enough, the effect of the prevailing German mood may not be entirely 

dissimilar, although short-term hard-headedness obviously means something rather 

less austere in the Federal Republic. The new German arrogance, a sort of political 

Darwinism which assumes that Germany is the fittest and can therefore dole out 

advice and sometimes money to the rest, may yet turn out to be the country’s greatest 

weakness. It is as short-sighted as Britain’s gloom, fails to bring about both necessary 

perspective and necessary action, and may, in the end, add to Germany’s traditional 

inability to cope with crises sensibly, its history of calling, for a leader, or at least a 

grand coalition, as soon as unemployment reaches five per cent or inflation ten per 

cent.  
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These are still rather personal comments, and perhaps I should try to be a little more 

systematic in wondering just how strong the liberal corpuscles are in the blood- 

streams of the two countries, how likely they are, therefore, not to fall for illiberal 

solutions to the modern problems of survival and of justice. In my book on German 

democracy some years ago, I tried to define this very special haemoglobin in terms of 

four ingredients. First, the extent to which societies have become modern. Britain, of 

course, had a considerable edge over most countries in this respect, from the 

demolition of feudal privilege to the generalisation of citizenship, but others have 

since caught up, and I wonder today whether there is not a modernity lag in Britain, a 

need to overcome privilege and authoritarian attitudes, to break down unnecessary 

barriers between people, make processes of decision-making more transparent, treat 

those with whom one works as adults and not as minors. Secondly, the ability of a 

country to live with conflict. Most people in Britain would probably say that, if 

anything, there is too much of it, and, in Germany, the obsession with conflict in 

Government-prescribed school curricula has been a subject of noisy political debate; 

but it may well be that this is merely the other side of the coin of a continued deep- 

seated fear of controversy, which is always bad for democracy. Thirdly, the existence 

of a political elite which combines diversity of views and interests with a common 

sense of responsibility. Germany since the war, with all its miraculous achievements, 

has failed to bring about anything resembling a political class, whereas this is still a 

strong point of Britain’s—a point which has, of course, much to do with Parliament. 

Finally, the prevalence of public virtues— this may not be the most marked 

development anywhere. The desire for liberty in a country depends. on institutions, 

certainly, but as much, if not more, on the habits formed by people around these 

institutions.  

 

While it may be said that Germany’s liberal institutions have still not fully moulded 

people’s habits to be really safe, it must also be said that a certain deterioration of 

liberal institutions in Britain is beginning to affect people’s habits. I do not know how 

to assess the balance of such observations; much less do I want to offer spurious 

advice about the House of Lords or the education of administrators. It is little more 

than a guess, therefore, if I say that, while the chances of survival, especially of 

economic standards, may be somewhat greater in Germany, the chances of survival in 

liberty are still greater in Britain. Britain may not win the World Cup of Prosperity, 

but it might get the Liberty Trophy, and to many this would be more than a 

consolation prize.  

 

I have not spoken much of the ability of societies to change, although the new theme 

of history ahead of us, and the turbulences which still separate us from it, will test this 

ability above all others. It is here that the countries of Europe seem to me much more 

endangered than those of North America, where speed limits do not provoke 

scurrilous debates about public hostility to automobiles, recycling of rubbish is 

becoming a sport rather than a sign of austerity, as is energy conservation, and the 

public debate is about real problems rather than ideological deviations.  

 

All this is an indication of rigidities for which Europeans will pay heavily unless they 

relax them quickly and radically. Perhaps it would make sense to pose again the 

question which Werner Sombart raised 70 years ago: Why ‘is there no socialism in 

the United States? Because, he said at the time, people get what they want as 

individuals and therefore do not need collective action. This, I suspect, is no longer 
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true, even in the United States; but it may be true still that in North American 

societies it is easier to make progress, because there is less built-in resistance to 

change, less rigidity, and, in that sense at least, a greater chance of liberty.  

 

I have used the term socialism more than once and, being European after all, I had 

better add a word of explanation before I turn to the differences, and convergences, of 

countries which call themselves, or at least each other, capitalist and socialist.  

 

Socialism, of course, means many things to many people, and there are related 

political terms like ‘social liberalism’ and ‘social democracy’ which I would not 

consider under that label at all. As a force pressing for equality and participation, for 

the democratisation of society in the old industrial countries, socialism has brought 

enormous advantages to many people, although I tried to show in my last lecture that 

it has also produced its own contradictions and has therefore become one version of a 

conservative approach to things: it has had its day. As a design for the world of 

tomorrow, an almost romantic vision of a life of solidarity and community, of the 

individual coming home to the nest warmth of the species (in the words of the young 

Marx of 1845), socialism has caught the imagination of the young, although it is, in 

my view, the wrong answer to the right problem. I shall say more about this in my 

next lecture. But the most striking, and presumably lasting, impact of socialism on the 

history of man is that a number of important countries, led by the Soviet Union and by 

China, have adopted the method which they describe as socialism to define their road 

to expansion.  

 

For this is what this socialism is about: an alternative economic, social and political 

method to release the potential of growth in modern societies, a political philosophy 

of expansion. Far from superseding capitalism, and providing a prospect of the future 

of market economies and liberal societies, socialism competes with capitalism for the 

same effect. Or almost the same effect, for ‘the socialist’ method not only does rather 

badly in this competition, but also involves a number of elements which make all ‘the 

difference— restrictions on individual liberty, a tendency towards monolithic social 

organisation, a dangerous inability to cope with change rationally. If I were asked 

whether socialist countries are any more capable of coping with the transition ahead, 

and, indeed, whether liberty has any part in the process, my answer would be no: 

while capitalist countries will be in a mess, socialist countries will be in turmoil. Let 

me give my reasons.  

 

It is often said that capitalism is unthinkable without growth. There is much to be said 

for this statement. The profit mechanism, the private ‘character of investment, the 

stock exchange, the consumption syndrome of creating needs in order to satisfy them, 

even the system of free collective bargaining, are all based on the assumption that 

there is more to economic opportunities than the distribution of a given product or 

even a planned process of gradual development. This means, of course, that at a ‘time 

of frustrated growth, let alone a longer-term containment of expansion, all these 

elements of a capitalist economy are threatened. Indeed, in an economy of good 

husbandry, thought will have to be given to questions like the de-privatisation of 

profit, the influence of the public on certain major investments, and the social contract 

which defines the guidelines of collective bargaining. But the important fact is that all 

these developments have already begun. A market system is, above all, one which 

allows gradual change, and, indeed, produces it. The countries of the First World may 
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no longer be correctly described as capitalist, but they have preserved the much more 

basic liberal value of approaching a difficult transition without programming a total 

breakdown.  

 

In the socialist countries, this seems to me much more doubtful. For one thing, they 

are obsessed with expansion, and indeed with expansion around industrial (and—

though to a decreasing extent—agricultural) production. Central planning links the 

structure of government to the expansion of production. In the absence of elections, 

the achievement of projected growth rates is the measure of success for dozens of 

ministers and thousands of officials. The ordinary citizen, on the other hand, is 

constantly made aware of this overriding interest, and this in a manner which blocks 

the escape route’s allowed by more liberal societies: orgies of consumption, for 

instance, leisure-time pursuits, travel and holidays, withdrawal to private ‘life. One of 

the rigidities which account for the precariousness of socialist countries is their 

aversion ‘to incentives and the corresponding reliance on pressure wrapped in 

ideology; one day’s production for the national purpose—unpaid, of course—in the 

place of overtime :pay, production norms to be achieved by hook or by crook, 

although not by higher wages and better, conditions. The machinery created around 

these purposes is so big and so heavy that it is much harder to move than the 

constantly changing structures of market economies.  

 

This is reflected in the class structure of socialist countries. Socialist ideologists 

claim, of course, that there is no such class structure. In fact, the class structuration of 

socialist countries is more explicit than that of liberal societies. The functionaries are 

a ruling class in the classical sense, involved in a desperate balancing act: keeping the 

lid down and letting a little steam oust to prevent explosion. This is bound to fail at 

times, and phenomena like 17 June 1953 in East Germany, the Hungarian uprising of 

1956, the quiet revolutions of Poland in the mid-Fifties, and again in the late Sixties, 

and the noisy one in Czechoslovakia in 1968, are endemic to societies in which those 

at the bottom of social hierarchies, including labour, are no better off than anywhere 

else, the place of capital s taken by a new class of political bureaucrats, and that of 

wage disputes and strikes, or elections and changes of government, by complex 

procedures of unwilling adaptation which are always liable to break down.  

 

But I must watch my step, for, in a lecture on difference, I have once again begun to 

say general things, very general indeed. The end of expansion is the end of the 

average, but not the end of growth; and in the world of three-quarter capitalist and 

one-quarter capitalist, and one tenth socialist and half-socialist countries, there are 

some which have a considerable potential of expansion still. Looking at the advanced 

countries by themselves, it is not true that we have a finished cake, and all we need to 

worry about is its distribution, although, in a more global perspective, there may well 

be some validity to this metaphor. It is obvious to everyone today that the advanced or 

developed countries of the world are, in fact, not living by themselves. Even if they 

wanted to, they could no longer hope to sort out their internal problems without 

looking at a wider context. As inflation marks the internal contradictions of advanced 

societies, so the dollar flood is indicative of worldwide contradictions which affect the 

chances of progress profoundly.  

 

I am not saying this in order to introduce another plea for the poor countries, and for 

the many millions of people in Asia and, to some extent, Africa and Latin America, 
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who have neither food nor shelter nor medical attention, bust are born into a life 

totally devoid of hope. There can be no doubt about our responsibility for this most 

immediate problem of survival. Yet I suspect that the dynamics of world development 

will not be determined by the poorest of the poor, the Fourth World, as it is now 

called, in an earlier lecture, I made a point about class which can be applied to the 

international scene as well. An international class struggle, if such exists, does not 

mean that those who are down today will come up tomorrow and replace the present 

leaders. It means that a challenger emerges from within the present structures of 

inequality who, in due course, disputes the right, or at least the privilege, of those at 

the top and demands recognition. The strength of such countries is not that they carry 

the moral weight of the poor and oppressed (although they may argue in these terms), 

but that they represent a real potential of advancement, of expansion as it were, at a 

time when those privileged by an earlier start have reached the end of that particular 

road. This is the case of the Third World in a new sense; the producers of raw 

materials—the Arab oil states, above all—or some large countries with a favourable 

mix of human and natural resources—Brazil, for example, or Indonesia. The central 

international question for the advanced world is its relationship with the threshold 

countries, as I shall call them: that is, those which are about to reach, or have already 

reached, a threshold of development which enables them to make headway without 

outside support.  

 

What should this relationship be, in the light of my theme of liberty? What needs to 

be done in order to turn this new predicament to the advantage of individuals and their 

life-chances here, there and everywhere? These are largely questions for the threshold 

countries themselves: that is, how they are going to work out their own processes of 

expansion. Yet I believe a sensible approach by the advanced countries should be 

motivated by one overriding purpose: to do everything possible in order to make sure 

that the threshold countries become members of the Club of the Rich soon. Almost 

everything speaks in favour of this motive. I see little reason to attack the First World, 

the OECD countries (as one might say), for being rich, or for being a club, so long as 

they do not use their wealth to keep others down, or their club rules to keep others 

out. Surely the idea of the Club must be that, at the end of the day, everybody should 

be a member. This has something to do with that all-important force in human life, 

hope. There ‘is no justice in spreading the wealth of nations so thin that everybody is 

equally poor, and nobody happy. There is justice in giving people a chance, and this is 

effective only if the chance can be seen to be real. The promise that people will be 

prosperous, or happy, can be effective only if some people are in fact known to be 

happy and prosperous. In that sense, the advance of threshold countries into the Club 

of the Rich might make a difference even to the poorest of the poor. Then, of course, 

if there is to be any chance for spreading liberty, old or new, to more people, this will 

require the opportunity of developing existing potential, and not holding it down until 

it erupts in incalculable ways.  

 

I said that ‘almost’ everything speaks in favour of such a strategy quite deliberately. 

For there is that other argument, interest. The conflict between the rich and the 

nouveaux riches of the world will inevitably lead to a shift of power, a spread of 

privilege, and numerous adaptations of the principles and procedures of the 

international economic system as we have known it. Unless we attempt to bring about 

such a shift in a deliberate and considered fashion, it may also lead to the destruction 

of the basis of wealth for, at least, some of the rich of today, and thus to the 
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decomposition of the very world to which the threshold countries aspire to belong—

yet another chapter of that drama which I have called the alienation of rationality, 

although one which I hope will remain unwritten.  

 

A discussion of difference is almost by definition inconclusive. Let me present my 

own conclusion, therefore, as an afterthought rather than as a summary. The fact that 

the world is a place full of different and often divergent trends is a source of conflict 

as well as richness. I, for one, would not wish to live in a world where generalisations 

actually describe every case, and averages are sets of identical elements. But for many 

people, the interest in difference has another root today. They have found out that 

difference means that there may be a niche for them to survive the gathering Storm. 

And they are right, of course. Katmandu exists, and it is sometimes quite near—in the 

Black Forest, for example, or on the Scilly Isles, or even in opting-out at home, 

smoking pot, going Hare Krishna.  

 

One remembers that notion of an ‘inner emigration’ with which some intelligent 

Germans tried to explain their silence during the Nazi years. This application of the 

politics of cultural despair has always helped the powers that be: illiberal powers, to 

be sure. In my own argument, difference is not a hide-out; it is, if anything, a further 

challenge. The road to liberty is neither a way back, no a way out: it is a way ahead. in 

following this road, difference must never become an excuse, but remain what it 

always has been, the practical expression of hope. 


